This study illustrates how metonymy in image and text work together to produce dominant ideologies in US media discourse, through careful, multidisciplinary analysis of over 25 articles in online US newspapers from the years 2004 to 2011 that reported crimes committed by Wall Street/CEOs and Latino migrants. Using critical discourse analysis/ studies, multimodal analysis, and cognitive linguistic frameworks, we examine examples of metonymy, which combine to negatively "Other" Latinos and (re)produce positive representations of Wall Street/CEOs. While work in critical metaphor analysis shows how metaphor plays a crucial role in the depiction of participants and events, we argue that metonymy is equally important and reveals the need for a critical metonymy analysis. These results help to demonstrate the ideological potential of metonymy in media discourse and how it contributes to the public's conceptualization of these groups, thereby bringing us one step closer to social justice and social change.
Introduction
The way individuals or groups and their actions are represented in the media can play an important role in how they are perceived by the general public, especially where they have no direct personal experience of such persons. This can then lead to important consequences for the lives of those represented, especially so when these persons are particularly powerless. In this paper we address the way that the US news media represent two groups of persons and their actions -who indeed have very different access to power and resources -and how such reporting maintains and legitimizes definitions of crime and criminality that serves the interests of corporate capitalism. In this case we are interested in the way that crimes committed by Wall Street CEOs and Latino migrants are represented in very different ways. We show how carrying out a multimodal analysis of metonymy in text and image can reveal less-than-obvious discursive strategies that (re)produce dominant ideologies of criminality and crime. In the case of Wall Street CEOs and other corporate criminals, a positive representation of accused individuals in crime reports downplays actual crimes they committed, thereby leading the public to underestimate the impact of corporate crimes and to allow the continuation of de-regulation and other lax laws that govern corporations and their CEOs. On the other hand, reports depicting crimes committed by Latino migrants (the majority of whom are from Mexico) paint an unfavorable portrait of this group as a whole, which is then employed as a justification for harsh immigration policies.
Theoretical basis
The theoretical frameworks and the tools they provide that underlie this investigation are multiple. However, three are the most important: critical discourse analysis/critical discourse studies (CDA/CDS), multimodal analysis, and conceptual metaphor/metonymy in cognitive linguistics (CL). The combination of CDA/CDS and metaphor/metonymy is found in several studies: for example, Charteris-Black (2004) , Maalej (2007) , Hart (2008 Hart ( , 2010 , Musolff (2012) , and Santa Ana (2013) . There are a few who combine CDA/CDA, metaphor, and multimodality in Critical Multimodal Metaphorical Discourse Analysis (Catalano, 2012; Hidalgo-Downing & Mujic, 2011) . However, there are only a few examples of the incorporation of metonymy with CDA (Meadows, 20071) , and none that we know of, except for Catalano and Waugh (2013) , that constitute Critical Multimodal Metonymic Discourse Analysis, the main focus of this paper.
CDA, based originally on critical linguistics, as outlined in Fowler, Hodge, Kress, and Trew (1979) , "show[s] how language and grammar can be used as ideological instruments" (Machin & Mayr, 2012, p. 2) . It was born out of arguments that a link should be made between language, power, and ideology (Fairclough, 1992) and that the analyst should reveal, in particular, the ideology/ies hidden in a given text and reveal his/her own position, to the point that, for some, a moral or political evaluation is given and a commitment to social change and political action is made. Recently, CDS has called for a broader view, urging others to "go beyond established enclaves of specialized work on discourse" (Fairclough, Graham, Lemke, & Wodak, 2004) and we view our work as fitting into this broader definition.
Like many other scholars in (critical) discourse analysis/studies, we embrace work on multimodal (especially verbal and visual) analysis, since the texts we analyze here and in other publications typically include at least a photograph/image. As many have argued, any analysis of a text must take into account the way(s) in which its visual features contribute to its overall meaning; thus the analyst should do a detailed and systematic analysis of the visual aspects of the text and their relation to the linguistic aspects (Hodge & Kress, 1988; . Combining multimodality with CDA has led to multimodal critical discourse analysis with a commitment to an ideological analysis of the images themselves and their meaning potential in relation to the text; the present authors view our work as contributing to this emerging approach.
Since the publication of Lakoff and Johnson's Metaphors we live by (1980) , many scholars in CL have been drawn to see metaphor as the main "cognitive mechanism guiding human conceptualization" (Barcelona, Benczes, & Ruiz de Mendoza Ibáñez, 2011, p. 1) , although we see this as socio-cognitive, since cognition is tightly connected to social interaction (Van Dijk, 2009 ). While metonymy is traditionally viewed as just one of many tropes and subservient to metaphor, much recent work in CL argues that metonymy too is a fundamental part of the conceptual system (Gibbs, 1994, p. 319) , shapes the way we think and speak of ordinary events (Gibbs, 1999, p. 61) , and, along with metaphor, is used for drawing inferences and for reasoning about and understanding the world (Ruiz de Mendoza Ibáñez & Perez Hernández, 2003, p. 24) . Therefore, the importance of metonymy as a window into the perception of individuals and groups should not be underestimated.
We are in agreement with the many scholars in CL who argue that while the two conceptual strategies are similar because they affect or reflect our perception of people and events, they are different kinds of processes (see also Dirven & Pörings, 2002; Gibbs, 1994) . Thus, in an example like, "Our biggest enemy right now is inflation." (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980, p. 33) , inflation (an abstract concept having to do with the value of money) is personified (a type of metaphor), and compared to an opposing force, an enemy, that might hurt or destroy us and therefore we must take action against it. This is based on the metaphor INFLATION IS AN ADVERSARY where two things are compared (inflation and adversaries) that are not alike in most ways, but similar in one particular aspect: they can hurt us. By contrast, in an example like "Illegal immigration costs U.S. taxpayers about $113 billion a year at the federal, state and local level." (Martin & Ruark, 2010 , the words illegal immigration and taxpayers illustrate the metonymies of ACTION FOR AGENT, in which immigration stands for the immigrant, and DEFINING PROPERTY FOR CAT-EGORY, because the term illegal calls attention to the way the immigrants entered the USA and the use of taxpayers gives metonymic prominence to one duty of citizens, which is to pay taxes, and ignores other duties that are not relevant to the context (such as voting). It also calls attention to the financial losses of the average citizen and the burden of these immigrants on the public.
There has been much debate about the definition of metonymy. We define it as a mapping where a source (in the example above, citizens) provides access to a target (taxpayers) because there is a perceived spatial, temporal, experiential, or conceptual contiguity (connection, association) between them (Dirven, 2002; Jakobson, 1956) . In addition, we agree with the view that the source for the metonymy imposes a conceptual perspective on, and thus activates, the target, which then causes a shift in (conscious or unconscious) attention from source to target and results in the target being foregrounded while the source is backgrounded (Benczes, 2011, p. 199; Panther & Thornburg, 2003, p. 7) .
Some other examples of metonymy include PART FOR WHOLE/WHOLE FOR PART (synecdochic) relations, as in: "She's just another pretty face," "They're looking for some new blood," and "We live in America." Metonymy encompasses a wide variety of types, including complex conceptual interactions with metaphor in which metonymy functions to develop or highlight the source or the target of a metaphor (to be discussed further in the Data Analysis section of this paper).
Like metaphor, metonymy occurs not just in (verbal) text and talk but in image as well. The following photographs taken from online news sources illustrate the symbolic use of image.
Photo 1. Obama Administration to Allow Many Illegal Aliens to Stay
This drawing is similar to the photograph in the original article. View the original photo at: http://www.gopusa.com/ news/2011/08/19/obama-admin-to-allow-many-illegal-aliens-to-stay
In the first image (with the headline "Obama Administration to Allow Many Illegal Aliens to Stay"), the long line of men sitting on the floor metonymically symbolizes the endless number of peo-ple supposedly trying to get into the USA illegally. This is an example of functionalization, in which the participants are reduced to just one action: trying to enter (Khosravanik, 2010, p. 13) . It is also an example of homogeneous collectivization because they are shown as a group and not important as individuals (Ibid). The fact that the men are all facing away from the camera shows that we are neither meant to get close to them nor find out their thoughts and feelings about the issue nor even see them as people, since the face is (metonymically) the most salient way in which we identify others. Because we cannot see their faces, they are faceless and not really people. The downward camera angle conveys disempowerment and represents the migrants as "below us." Moreover, the immigrants in the photo are "construed as a permanent threat, as a conflict between us and them, between those who want to get in and do not belong here, and those of "us" who belong here" (Van Dijk, 1987, p. 219) . The photograph below is in stark contrast to the photo of the migrants above.
Photo 2. Sheriff Joes Fights Back: Appealing Court Ruling Barring Arrest of Hispanic Illegal Aliens.
Retrieved from: http://usopenborders.com/2012/01/sheriff-joe-fights-backappealing-court-ruling-barring-arrest-of-hispanic-illegal-aliens/ Here Sheriff Joe Arpaio (well documented for human rights violations against immigrants in Arizona) is shown in a close-up shot, which individualizes him and symbolizes a closeness and familiarity with him and thus (metonymically) law enforcement in general. Second, the eye-to-eye view of the vertical camera angle implies equality (in contrast to the downward camera angle shown above).
Before discussing the data in detail, we next turn to the methods used in this study.
Method
All texts analyzed were published between the years 2004 and 2011 2 and found by www.google. com searches using keywords germane to this analysis. 3 The data were divided into Wall Street/ CEO and Latino crime report texts and images. In both cases, the articles meet the criterion of being firsttime crime reports, and thus their main purpose is to reveal the facts of the crime. The selection of "first-time crime reports" as opposed to articles discussing opinions about crimes was strategic in order to demonstrate the ideology-carrying capacity of news genres that the public generally considers to be "fact-giving" and not "opinion-giving," which makes the deconstruction of these texts much more necessary.
In the case of Wall Street/CEO crimes, reports were searched by names of people and their companies accused of well-publicized corporate crimes. These names included Bernie Madoff, Martha Stewart, Goldman Sachs, and others. Corporate crimes included fraud, conspiracy, and insider trading. Because these cases received so much publicity, they were found in very well-known prestigious American newspapers (online) such as the Wall Street Journal, New York Times, Washington Post, as well as less prestigious local papers. As said above, seven out of 11 articles were found in the "business" sections of the newspapers (which according to Clinard & Yeager, 2006 is common practice), while three of the crimes were found under the "news" sections, for a combined total of 13,125 words. In addition, the articles reporting CEO crimes were much longer and more detailed than the articles reporting crimes committed by Latinos, and thus although fewer articles discussing CEO crimes were examined (11 as opposed to 16 articles reporting Latino crimes), the CEO text size is still more than double that of the articles reporting crimes by Latinos. This could be attributed to the wide coverage of these highly publicized crimes (note that if they were not publicized they would not have been found easily) or because of the devastating effects they had on society.
For the Latino crime reports, 16 texts were found from online papers such as the Denver Post, L.A. Times, and Arizona Daily Star. Articles were found by searching for the words "migrant," "migrant worker," "immigrant," "illegal immigrant," "undocumented immigrant," "illegal alien(s)," and other terms used to identify migrants. They were paired with names of common crimes such as "assault," "murder," "burglary," etc. Crimes committed by Latino migrants included rape, burglary, carjacking, and assault with a total of 5273 words.
As per Santa Ana (1999) metonymies relating to the representation of CEOs or Latino migrants were categorized as "positive" or "negative" (according to their portrayal of the subject), while metonymies that had debatable effects on the portrayal of the subject were classified as neutral and not included. Once categorized as "positive" or "negative" the metonymies were tabulated according to type (listed in the appendix). In the results section of this paper, salient examples of the metonymies are presented and discussed with the categorizations listed in order of appearance. A total of 20 images were found among the CEO and Latino articles (16 from CEO articles and 6 from Latino articles). 4 While all images were analyzed for metonymies and can be found in the appendix, only a representative sample is discussed here (four from the CEO articles and two from Latino articles), due to the scope of this paper. Next, metonymies relating to the representation of CEOs or Latino migrants in images were extracted, classified, tabulated (included in tables in the appendix), and presented in the results section as mentioned above. In an additional note, it is important to acknowledge the important role that metaphor plays in our data and thus we will discuss briefly some of the metonym/ metaphor interactions found in the paper. However, because this paper's purpose is to highlight the importance of metonymy, we will focus on the metonymies.
Analysis of CEO crime reports: Texts
Corporate crime can be defined as "the deviant activities of respectable institutions, corporations and individuals" (Mayr & Machin, 2012, p. 199 ). In the criminal justice system, white collar and corporate crimes are considered a special breed and treated differently because unethical acts resulting in devastating effects for many people have not been made illegal (Gustafson, 2006, p. 685) . Because corporate crimes can be violations of administrative and civil law (as well as criminal law), often they result in fines rather than prison time, to which less stigma is attached. Corporate law violations (with the exception of very large ones such as Enron, WorldCom, and others found in this analysis) are not highly publicized on the whole and rarely come to the attention of the public through the press and TV. Studies have shown that nearly all publicity of corporate law violations are found (buried?) in the business section of newspapers and there is far less information about this type of crime than there is about "common"/"street" crime (Clinard & Yeager, 2006, p. xi) . Unlike other kinds of crime (such as those found in the Latino crime reports) "in-formation about corporate crimes is not so easily provided to journalists by the usual definers of crime, the police" (Mayr & Machin, 2012, p. 199 ). Another important difference found in corporate crime reports is fewer quotes from police officers and more from legal people familiar with the sector (such as the Securities and Exchange Commission [SEC]) or lawyers of the defendants. Lawyers are known to cost a lot of money (a sign of privilege), and fight vigorously for their clients, and thus they work in favor of corporate crime; whereas police are agents of the municipality, have no positive attachment to street criminals (such as immigrants), and are part of the prosecution. As a consequence, except for very large cases that come to general attention, the perception has been that corporate law violations are not nearly as serious or numerous as conventional crimes, which get nearly all the publicity. This is due in part to the fact that laws regulating corporate behavior are often vague and open to interpretation by those violating them (Mayr & Machin, 2012, p. 204) . In actuality, corporate crime has a much larger effect on society than conventional offences (Clinard& Yeager, 2006, xi) . In the case of this analysis, most of the articles come from highly publicized cases, in which unusually harsh punishments were doled out, yet the results (see Tables A1 and A2 for a list of metonymies found) show a positive portrayal of CEO's/ corporate criminals convicted or accused of crimes such as fraud. Due to the purpose of this paper, to show the ideological potential of metonymy, only salient examples of the metonymies used in these positive portrayals will be examined.
We will first begin with examples from the written texts and then move to images to illustrate how the two interact. The above examples demonstrate the use of metonymies such as SIMPLIFIED EVENT FOR COM-PLEX SUB-EVENTS (e.g. whole thing -a neutral term -stands for the crime committed, in this case, fraud, and "many things that I wish I had done differently" meaning the crimes) and WHOLE FOR PART ("happened to all of us"; in fact, the crime did not "happen" to the social actor, it was committed by the social actor). Also, what "happened" could be different depending on whether it is the perpetrator (being found out, going on trial, being convicted) or those who were defrauded (losing their money). In addition, the common metonymy of DEFINING PROPERTY FOR PERSON/CATEGORY proves to be effective in highlighting the family members of the accused, as well as elderly friend, which often has a positive connotation and leads to a positive representation of the subject. These metonymies represent what Mayr and Machin refer to as "neutralization techniques," which are verbal accounts through which deviants mitigate and justify their criminal conduct. These techniques allow executives to violate the law without feeling guilty and without damaging their nondeviant self-image (2012, p. 204 
The above examples establish the positive representation of the subjects through metonymies about the subject's record and his personality (e.g. longstanding leader, unblemished record, person of integrity) along with formal register (with the use of Mr., a term of respect). In addition, the metonymies of SIMPLIFIED EVENT FOR COMPLEX SUB-EVENTS hide the true magnitude of the crime by referring to them with neutralizing words such as the issue, situation, and unfortunate event and to his mental state as an it, in the case of holding it together. Additionally, terms like "unfortunate event" replace the discourse of crime with the discourse of a tragedy or accident. This in turn helps the reader to view the event in a non-criminal way. In Example (7a), a complex metaphor/metonymy blend compares anger to heat, in which the physiological response (rising temperature) stands metonymically for the emotion: anger. This vivid presentation of anger as heat then helps to build the case that the government's charges are harsh or aggressive. In tandem, the reference to the crime as rich pay and profits downplays the actual crimes that were committed that go beyond exorbitant compensation. Furthermore, Goldman Sachs (designated metonymically by the abbreviated Goldman, which also connotes familiarity/closeness), is referred to as the whipping boy (substitution of RESULT FOR ACTION and the downgrade from "man") who is vilified (substitution of AGENT FOR ACTION), which again leads to a sympathetic portrayal because the term typically means undeservedly.
In the example below, Martha Stewart's positive qualities and background are discussed. In Example (9a) metonymies such as DEFINING PROPERTY FOR CATEGORY and PLACE FOR STATUS, among others, lead to a positive representation. Interestingly, the fact that Stewart was a stockbroker (and therefore knows the rules and the definition of insider trading) is lost in the midst of all the other metonymies and the journalist does not pick up on or highlight this important and relevant detail. Instead, the comment is included as part of her other signs of privilege such as the fact that Stewart went to (expensive, highly prestigious) Barnard College. This inclusion of so many seemingly irrelevant details, also called functional irrelevance or over-completion, is a mode of description in which seemingly "irrelevant" details, that are relevant within a more general negative or positive portrayal of a person or group, are used (Van Dijk, 1991, p. 185) . This can be understood in light of the violation of Grice's Cooperative Principle and his maxim of quantity, which dictates that we give as much information as is required and no more than is required. Violations (flouting) of this maxim can serve the purposes of misleading or providing a specific implicature, that is, implying something that is not expressed directly (Grice, 1989, p. 28 ). The use of over-completion (through the use of metonymy) in this example is a competent strategy to frame Martha Stewart as privileged and serves to humanize her so that she is seen as a person and not a criminal. In Examples (10a) and (10b) (below), once again the defendants are seen in a positive light through metonymy. In the above examples not only are the defendants portrayed as high-status individuals (former CEOs, giants), but the fact that the government-sponsored enterprises of Fannie Mae (Federal National Mortgage Association) and Freddie Mac (Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation) profited greatly from selling subprime mortgages is converted to being exposed to subprime mortgages. Note the use of abbreviations that hide the actual purpose of the company and the fictitious, "friendly" names in the service of metonymically humanizing these large corporations. The first instance of the abbreviations lists them as Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac in Example (10a) but then they are reduced metonymically to Fannie and Freddie in Example (10b), nicknames that serve to increase the level of familiarity, intimacy, and trust we have in these institutions. Also the verb misrepresented is used instead of lied about and demonstrates how language normally associated with crimes is avoided in corporate crime reports. Furthermore, there are two linguistic processes which represent a means of using metonymy. First, the nominalization exposure changes the verb (exposed) (as in they were exposed) to a noun (exposure), which downgrades the force of the action. 8 Second, they were exposed is a form of the passive which does not name an agent who was responsible for the exposing. Moreover, the metonymy exposure stands for all the events associated with subprime mortgages and these companies, namely, the selling of them to vulnerable individuals without full disclosure of the process and its possible consequences. The above examples support a narrative of "it's not their fault" and once again, the discourse of crime is not employed here and therefore the reader has the impression that there is no crime and therefore no one to blame.
Text 10. SEC charges CEOs of Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac

Analysis of CEO crime reports: Image
The next examples reveal how images work together with texts to present CEOs/Wall Street in a positive light. According to Van Leeuwen, in pictures, distance becomes symbolic. "People shown in a 'close-up' are shown as if they are 'one of us'" (2008, p. 138) , that is, familiarity, closeness, positive affect. In Photo 3, Bernie Madoff's close-up smiling photograph hardly conveys the fact that this man is responsible for a crime that, among other things, caused hundreds of retirees to lose their pensions and cost hundreds of jobs. Furthermore, the photo was not taken after he was indicted or convicted, and is not a mug shot. The close view and direct gaze and smile of Madoff help to present the viewer with an image of a nice, benevolent, grandfatherly type -wearing a suit and tie, which is a metonym for high status.
In Photo 4, the Goldman Sachs building stands metonymically for the institution itself, and the fact that it is large/towering, depicted with an upward camera angle, leads to the conceptual metaphor POWER/STATUS IS UP. This technique by which metonymy leads to metaphor, alluded to above (p. 6), has been noted by various researchers (Barcelona, 2011; Hidalgo-Downing & Mujic, 2011; Mittelberg & Waugh, 2009; Urios-Aparisi, 2009 ). 10 In the example here, the metonymic-metaphorical image portrays the power and stature of the accused firm and demonstrates how the sign of economic capital may be just as effective as the thing itself (Thwaites, Davies, & Mule, 2002, p. 198 ). This image (through complex interaction of metonymies and metaphors such as of DISTANCE FOR (UN)FAMILIARITY, CAMERA ANGLE FOR STA-TUS, PLACE/OBJECT FOR INSTITUTION, SIZE FOR STATUS) denotes Goldman Sachs to be both metonymically and metaphorically on top of the world, in contrast to the dramatic fall of the company's reputation. Additionally, because the architecture of the building is special, this symbolizes that the company is special, and this is presented clearly by the way the photo was taken to highlight its exceptional architectural features. Moreover, the caption beneath the photo shows how the image and text work together to let us know (with the word new) that this building has not been around very long and therefore this company has recently had enough money to build such a grand building. Again, we have text and image working in tandem to characterize the defendants positively.
METONYMIES (with metaphors): DISTANCE FOR (UN)FAMILIARITY (close), CAMERA ANGLE FOR STATUS (upward), PLACE/OBJECT FOR INSTITUTION (building for company), SIZE FOR STATUS (big)
In Photo 5 the metonymy of BODY PART FOR ACTION focuses on Lloyd Blankfein's finger as it points to someone out of view. Because the photo is in the context of the court hearing about the case of securities fraud against Goldman Sachs, we know that the persons on the other side of the finger pointing are the government lawyers (working for the SEC). Therefore, the underlying message of the photo is not that Lloyd Blankfein or Goldman Sachs is to blame, but instead, the recipient, metonymically represented by the finger pointing, a member of the government, is, and thus, metonymically, the government is to blame. These photos and graphics provide more evidence for the notion that while the media is assumed to speak (metonymically) on behalf of the public, they also represent powerful capital interests such as Goldman Sachs. This should not be entirely surprising given that the source is the Wall Street Journal (owned at the time by Rupert Murdoch, one of the richest men in the world), whose readers include among others, Wall Street brokers, bankers, and corporate executives. The last photo demonstrates the metonymies of AGENT FOR STATUS (having a well-known lawyer represents high status) and OBJECT FOR STATUS (Martha is wearing a fur stole, a known index of wealth) and supports the text's narrative that she is a privileged member of society. The accompanying caption to the photo again demonstrates use of metonymies to complement the photo's positive representation: faced is used to downgrade the result from more harsh terms such as charged or indicted with, and sale is a neutral term that erases the defining property of the crime = illegal. Photo 6. Stewart, 62, was convicted on all four counts of conspiracy, obstruction of justice and lying to federal investigators that she faced in connection with her Dec. 27, 2001, sale of ImClone Systems Inc. stock . This drawing is similar to the photograph in the original article. The original photo appeared at: http://www.washingtonpost.com/ac2/wp-dyn/A33685-2004Mar5
METONYMIES: AGENT FOR STATUS (lawyer), OBJECT FOR STATUS (fur)
Most images of the accused individuals in the CEO crime reports are seen in photographs depicting the defendants in environments not associated with criminal activity (such as home, the street) and most involve the participants in some type of action (such as pointing at SEC, walking with their lawyer). It is important to make note of this pattern later when looking at images found in Latino crime reports.
In summary, we can see by the above examples that corporate criminals are represented in a largely positive way and metonymy plays a large role in this representation. Because corporations are complex and any allegation against them may require long-drawn-out inquiries, they are often under-reported and there is an absence of the usual crime definers' voice (the police). It is replaced by powerful legal people familiar with the sector (such as SEC) who are often on the side of the defendant and who are the ones quoted by the media, which leads often to the use of language not normally associated with crimes and therefore the readers perceive the crimes as less severe. Because corporations are part of the power structures of our societies, and the mass media are owned by corporations and funded by their advertisers (other corporations), corporations control how they are presented in the mass media (Mayr & Machin, 2012, p. 203) . We will now see how crime reports differ when the defendants are those who have no power or access to the media.
Analysis of Latino crime reports: Text
In order to truly comprehend the biased treatment of Wall Street/CEOs, it is necessary to look (albeit briefly) at reports that depict crimes committed by individuals that are viewed as "Them," come from less-privileged backgrounds, and are considered "outsiders." This counter-analysis serves to demonstrate that under similar circumstances (being accused/convicted of a crime) people in power are not treated the same way discursively and visually as those who are oppressed by those in power. One such group that is often represented negatively in media discourse (particularly prominent during an economic downturn) is migrants, and more specifically Latino undocumented migrants (aka "illegal immigrants"). The majority of the subjects in the articles are from Mexico with others from Guatemala, Colombia, and other unidentified Latin American countries. For a detailed list of metonymies extracted from 16 texts from the years 2008-2011 see Table A2 .
The following examples from the texts illustrate the use of metonymy to present Latinos negatively in crime reports. According to Table A2 , the most common metonymies for Latino crime reports are DEFINING PROPERTY FOR CATEGORY and NON-HUMAN FOR HUMAN (as per Santa Ana, 1999 Ana, , 2002 Ana, , 2013 . These metonymies are largely represented by the following terms: illegal immigrant, illegals, and illegal aliens. Here below we list some examples of the use of metonymy to represent Latinos negatively in crime reports: In this text of only 164 words (including the title), there are four metonyms referring to the legal status of the perpetrator, such as illegal alien and illegal immigrant seen above, which has nothing to do with the crime being reported but serves as part of the overall semantic strategy of the article: positive "Us" versus negative "Them" representation. This form of over-completion and violation of Grice's maxim of quantity helps to reinforce the idea of group crime. That is, this crime is treated as a stereotype, for which the whole Latino/immigrant community tends to be blamed and represents a prominent proposition in racist ideology (Van Dijk, 1991, p. 100) . The rhetorical strategy of first presenting the crime and then highlighting the most negative parts (sexual/ly assault/ ed) is done four times and rape is mentioned twice during the article as well as two references to the age and "innocence" of the victim). This is followed by the connection to the macro context and the larger issue as expressed by Sheriff Arpaio: "this is yet another example of a violent crime committed by an illegal alien in Maricopa County," in Example (1a), which works to serve the purpose of negatively representing "illegal" immigrants. Sheriff Joe Arpaio is quoted to give credibility to the investigation.
In contrast, in this example and in the 15 other Latino crime reports examined for this paper there were no quotations by the perpetrators or non-white victims. While we cannot say that the voice of the migrant defendants is never heard, since this is a sampling of the texts and our purpose is not to characterize all depictions of migrant defendants (but see Santa Ana 2013 , which comes to the same conclusion on the basis of a large corpus of network evening news), it is nevertheless indicative that in our data these defendants are not quoted (which supports Santa Ana's 2013 findings that Latinos are "'rarely' interviewed as news sources in local newscasts" and are "virtually invisible as anchors, reporters and subjects") (p. 12). In contrast, the voice of the CEOs is ubiquitous in all the reports analyzed for the CEO crimes section. Moreover, in CEO crime reports the voice of law enforcement officers is largely absent and is replaced by lawyers of the defendants, legal organizations such as SEC, and their family members and colleagues. In the above article, as in many of the Latino crime reports (and in most street-crime reports as opposed to corporate crimes), the voice of law enforcement rings loud and clear. According to Mayr and Machin this is because the police have a central role as crime definers that is reinforced by their close symbiotic relationship with the media (2012, p. 168) . In their quest to make themselves look good and to advocate for their own personal and political issues (e.g. anti-immigration laws such as Arizona SB1070), pertinent information is deleted, left out, or downplayed. In the case of the above article Sheriff Arpaio's comment ignores the fact that the suspect has been CHARGED and not CONVICTED. In Example (1a) he is first called a suspect by Sheriff Arpaio and then in the second clause he uses the verb committed, which assumes that the suspect has been judged guilty, when in fact, he has not. As a man who works for a law enforcement agency, Sheriff Arpaio knows the concept of "innocent until proven guilty" but denies this right of due process to the accused and capitalizes on the fact that much of the public will not notice this distinction or will be in agreement with this framing. This pattern of "guilty unless proven innocent" occurs repetitively in the Latino crime reports.
In Text 3 (below) metonymies are used again in the process of passivization to dehumanize and depersonalize the defendants. Above, the headline has again changed the adjective illegal to a noun and metonymically classifies the person as such. The metonymy of NUMBER FOR PERSON (the four) in Example (3a) demonstrates a type of assimilation (also known as aggregation) and makes the individuals become a group by quantifying the participants and treating them as statistics (Van Leeuwen, 2008, p. 37 ). On the other hand the metonymy (used twice in the article) of ACTION FOR RESULT (processed for removal) masks the actual events of the arrest (which may include handcuffing, fingerprinting, searching, photographing, and eventually filling out paperwork for deportation) and perhaps other events such as manhandling or beating of the individual. Additionally, note the metonymic use of the last name to refer to the defendant. This is generally the norm in crime reports, and it is noteworthy that there are no uses of Mr. to refer to Latino defendants in the Latino crime report texts, while there are 95 tokens of Mr. in the CEO crime reports.
In Text 6 (below), the metonymy of SIMPLIFIED EVENT FOR COMPLEX SUB-EVENTS (speaks stands for all the skills involved in knowing the English language and communicating in it) is used effectively to represent the participant negatively and highlight the ethnicity (no English) of the individual and, by metonymy, an immigrant, and by further metonymy, Latino.
The headline of the article highlights the nationality of the offender (Mexican). This nationym denies the subject's life in the USA and is a de-spatialization, which defines groups in terms of geographical or metaphorical space and makes them appear as "displaced" (Hart, 2010, p. 58) . De-spatializations such as these attempt to distinguish the "non-native" from the "native" population and succeed in distancing the offender from "us" the (non-Latino) reader. Furthermore, the use of Mexican is a genericization that places this story into a news frame in which Mexicans (in particular, those who are not legal immigrants) are a contemporary problem in the USA. The use of such a generic term serves to give a racist angle to the story (Mayr & Machin, 2012, p. 71) . The fact that Mexican is placed first (before illegal) gives importance to the country of origin and is therefore a sign of racist discourse emphasizing that what is important is where he originates from. Another strategy used to send a message to the readers is the phrase fond of US life, which helps to support the narrative of burden and the message that the text is trying to send, which is that immigrants keep coming back because they like living in the USA and the USA is not doing enough to keep them out. Moreover, the phrase led a solitary existence is another example of over-completion and the use of unnecessary information used to complement the overall narrative of "Other." In the last text (below), we see the forefronting of the law enforcement status (deputies) in opposition to the illegal status of the accused individual; and the use of Sheriff Joe Arpaio's before deputies gives elite status metonymically to the deputies because they work for him. Here the selected quoting of elites (once again, Sheriff Joe Arpaio) is employed to highlight the supposed dangers that illegal immigrants place on society and link them to the political issues of importance (in this case, securing the border). The use of gained access (twice) makes it seem that he got there illegally or for some illicit purpose -but he was a worker at the plant, a fact which is hidden by the participial phrase (working inside). Thus, the metonyms serve the function of sending the political message desired by this particular law enforcement officer for his own political gains and constitute manipulation of public opinion. 
Analysis of Latino crime reports: Image
The main point of interest in the images in the Latino crime reports lies in the striking contrast between these images and those of the CEO texts. Whereas the accused individuals in the CEO crime reports are seen in photographs depicting the defendants in some type of action not associated with being in the custody of the police (such as pointing at a SEC lawyer, walking with a lawyer), the photographs depicting Latino defendants are mug shots, such as in Photos 7 and 8. Mug shots, which are a standard way in which (suspected) criminals are recorded and also a typical feature of crime reports, follow a well-established pattern of representing metonymically only the face and part of the shoulders of the person photographed and highlighting the criminal nature of the subject by juxtaposing the features of the subject (such as no smile, unbecoming birth marks, hooded eyes, and wary expression as in Photo 7) with the mug shot frame. In addition, they are at more distance from the viewer than in, for example, the Bernard Madoff photo (Photo 3); in this case, then, the metonymy of DISTANCE FOR (UN)FAMILIARTY is used to show distance from, and thus no empathy, familiarity, closeness with, the subject. In the case of the mug shots found here, they bring out the features of the Latino subject (brown skin, brown hair, facial features as mentioned above), thereby creating the metonymy of DEFINING PROPERTY FOR CATEGORY, where Latino stands for criminal and, when compared with Photo 3, the unfavorable depiction of the accused stands in stark opposition to the grandfatherly image of an elderly white man with shining eyes, friendly, and smiling at the viewers. Although all subjects were accused of crimes (with only Bernard Madoff known to be convicted) the PART FOR WHOLE (positive or negative physical characteristics standing for the whole person) and DEFINING PROPERTY FOR CATEGORY (Latino for criminal, CEO for family/friendly man) metonymies create contrasting positive (Madoff)/negative (Latino) representations of these subjects that work together with the text to send an overall message about the social actors to the viewers. 
Conclusion
The multimodal nature of this analysis has provided valuable insights into media discourse about crime, due to its power to focus attention to both verbal and visual details (Mayr & Machin, 2012, p. 225) . This paper has demonstrated the ideological potential of metonymy, which contributes greatly to the negative/positive representation of Latinos/CEOs in crime reports. Although a more extensive analysis of the two different ways in which crimes committed by Wall Street/CEOs and "illegal" immigrants are talked about in the media needs to be done (Santa Ana 2013 is an excellent example of this), the examples provided here suggest that metonymies represent a ubiquitous but extremely subtle means that those in power use to direct attention to or away from events or actions. Some of the most frequent metonymies used for this purpose in our data (Tables  A1 and A2) By having access to the media, people in power (such as CEOs, their lawyers, and law enforcement officers) present a positive "Us," and in many of our examples, replace the discourse of crime with the language of a tragedy or accident. This in turn helps the reader to view the event in a non-criminal way, and allows CEOs and corporate criminals to be seen as unfortunate victims of nature or circumstance. The way these social actors are portrayed plays a large role in how the reader perceives these groups as a whole and the kinds of consequences that result (e.g. prison sentences they serve, government policies that are or are not put in place). Thus, as we know from various discussions around immigration, in the case of Latino crimes, the negative portrayal of Latinos in crime reports has been used as a rationale for unjust immigration laws and policies. On the other hand, the positive portrayal of CEOs has helped to continue laws and policies (such as de-regulation) that permit such abuses to occur. Although there are numerous ways in which one can transform the social practices of groups or individuals in media discourse, we want to underline that revealing the use of metonymy can raise consciousness about how media discourse contains underlying ideologies and contributes to the public's conceptualization of these groups. Furthermore, learning how to think critically to de-construct and de-mystify these ideologies is the first step in bringing about social justice and social change. Metonymies with tokens of two or fewer are not included. Numbers were rounded to nearest 10. Metonymies with tokens of two or fewer are not included. Numbers were rounded to nearest 10.
